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Question #55 Section 1
What are the possible results of running a test suite?
A. Passed, Failed
B. Running, Done, Retrying
C. Active, Complete, Paused
D. Successful, Failure, Error
Answer: A
Reference:
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSBLQQ_9.2.0/com.ibm.rational.rit.ref.doc/topics/c_ritref_test_suite_details.html
Question #56 Section 1
Which artifact is a supported execution object model (XOM) source?
A. C# classes
B. .JS classes
C. Java classes
D. TypeScript classes
Answer: C
Question #57 Section 1
What is the resulting BPM class when the following Java XOM class is imported in the rule project?

A.

B.

C.

D.
Answer: C
Question #58 Section 1
What is one migration task a developer needs to perform when migrating a legacy business rules application to the latest version of the product?
A. Migrate existing TestSuite files.
B. Migrate the XOM to include business annotations.
C. Migrate existing B2X code from IRL to supported ARL.
D. Update existing web service client from JSON to XML.
Answer: C
Question #59 Section 1
When working on rules in both Rule Designer and Decision Center, what is good practice to ensure BOM consistency?
A. Deprecate obsolete classes and members.
B. Use the merge feature to align discrepancies.
C. Delete BOM classes and members in Rule Designer.
D. Only change arguments in the BOM in Rule Designer.
Answer: A
Question #60 Section 1
Which statement describes the primary role of a developer in the discovery and analysis phase of a project?
A. Developers develop rules to produce an initial ruleset and object model.
B. Developers do not participate in discovery and analysis tasks.
C. Developers review the rule design document to confirm that terms used in the rules match the execution object model.
D. Developers work with business analysts to identify decision points in the business models and document the decision points table.
Answer: D
Question #61 Section 1

A decision operation can be defined for a decision service in the Rule Designer. What can be selected in the process of creating a decision operation?
A. A ruleflow
B. A target server
C. A rule engine type
D. A dynamic domain
Answer: C
Reference:
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSQP76_8.6.0/com.ibm.odm.dserver.rules.designer.dev/rulesets_topics/ con_ds_dev_operations.html
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